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Youtube- Video sharing site. Founded by Ched I think your presentation is very interestin and useful. . registration
required and no player need to download. . What else did youtube brings to google other then business?.

While PowerPoint is the common choice for millions of presenters around the globe, some prefer to opt for
video presentations. All the while it teaches what it actually wants to get acrossâ€”the importance of knowing
which font to use, and when, for what kind of emotions you want to evoke. Heck, they can even make an
otherwise good presentation awesome. This is because you can create your animated video presentations using
a step by step wizard, and a number of easy to use PowerPoint like features. Each artist has a profile that
typically contains basic info, updates, photos, shows and music for streaming. Template Options The options
are extensive and varied in style. You can follow this video with a practice session of opening presentations
strongly. By keeping all the movements going in one direction, it's both easy to follow and will look great.
This visual technique works for any type of presentation except maybe in a corporate setting. It is an easy to
use web app which gives readymade templates and animated characters that you can use for making animated
video presentations by designing your scenes like PowerPoint slides. The photos used in the design also need
to be customized to the duotone color you chose. The success of a speech largely depends on a way it is
delivered. It is also possible to set a layout for each slide individually in the Presentation Explorer. The great
news? Using real photos makes an audience feel involved and provides emotional contact. Related Article: 4
Ways to Open a Presentation 5. Camtasia comes with a plethora of handy options that can help you create
video presentations, including a PowerPoint add-in which works pretty much like Office Mix. This is a great
example how vocal energy can add excitement and enthusiasm to the presentation. Here are my 10 easy ways
to make any PowerPoint presentation awesome. This is also one of the reasons we have Lectora down at
number 4 on our list of recommended tools for making video presentations. He present data with such
enthusiasm that audience get carried along in this excitement. Choosing to include a GIF in your presentation
slide or a few different GIFs will depend on what message you want to send with your story. Here are a few
handy tips that will help you do your best when preparing your slides and speech. Click on the Maximize
button to the bottom-right of the graphic to view full screen. Simple transitions, clean fonts and large,
attractive graphics trumps PowerPoint tricks, every time. This technique could be used for presentations about
environmental topics or even about home decoration. Just saying. Lead Generation You can add a signup form
to your presentations to collect leads that could potentially become clients. For example, if your presentation is
about travel, you could have flying airplanes across the slides or bags on a luggage conveyor belt. You can
also make your slides more interactive using links, e-books and other resources. Play around in our video
editor for as long as you want and make as many videos as you like. While Camtasia is a paid suite, you can
download it on a trial basis to test its features. They can also make your presentation more friendly and
emotionally accessible.


